Drawn by Love… Passionate for Justice
Into the Deep
APPENDIX A
KEY FEATURES STRONGLY SUPPORTED
BY PARTICIPANTS OF THE vICAs

1. There is strong support for:
 Mission to be placed at the center of any image of future organization;
 A “Mission Effectiveness Team” to be located at a regional level;
 Congregational Offices (Spirituality, Communication, GS International
Foundation, Child Protection, GS International Justice and Peace, Formation
[proposed]) to be working closely with parallel offices throughout the
Congregation;
 Some forum by which regional leaders can consult regularly with the CLT;
 An enlarged Congregational Council to make those decisions that impact the
entire Congregation;
 Some reduction of the number of roles with Canonical authority;
 Some role in governance by lay mission partners, to be occupying positions
of delegated authority, in relationship to sister mission partners;
 Having CLT members living in their home regions, although not to serve as
both CLT members and also Regional leaders at the same time;
 Greater freedom and delegated authority at the country level;
 Ensuring three Contemplative councillors on the CLT;
 Networking across the Congregation, and
 A diversity of different models are being proposed for this.
2. There is interest in:
 Ways that governance structures can support the development of the
Congregational culture;
 Structures that allow speakers of like languages to network more effectively
than they do at present;
 Offering Units the opportunity to discern their own best partnerships through
a discernment process;
 Support structures, that include financial, legal, real estate and other important
functions that require specific outside expertise. These may operate at the
Congregational, regional and country levels, and
 Having more detail as to how formation at all levels would function overall.
3. There is a movement towards:
 A configuration based on a shift from Units (Provinces) to countries or clusters
of countries within Regions as well as at Congregational level.

